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They are heroes and villains, Sith and Jedi, senators and scoundrels, mothers, mercenaries, artists, pilots. . . . The women of the
Star Wars galaxy drive its stories and saga forward at every level. This beautifully illustrated, fully authorized book profiles 75
fascinating female characters from across films, fiction, comics, animation, and games. Featuring Leia Organa, Rey, Ahsoka Tano,
Iden Versio, Jyn Erso, Rose Tico, Maz Kanata, and many more, each character is explored through key story beats, fresh insights,
and behind-the-scenes details by author Amy Ratcliffe. Also showcasing more than 100 all-new illustrations by a dynamic range of
female and non-binary artists, here is an inspiring celebration of the characters that help create a galaxy far, far away. •
INCLUDING CHARACTERS FROM SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY AND STAR WARS: RESISTANCE •INCLUDES
CHARACTERS VISUALIZED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME Amy Ratcliffe is the managing editor of Nerdist and a contributor to
StarWars.com, and has written for outlets such as Star Wars Insider and IGN. She's a host at Star Wars Celebration and cohosts
the Lattes with Leia podcast. When she's not visiting a galaxy far, far away, she lives in Los Angeles, California. Contributing
artists: • Alice X. Zhang • Amy Beth Christenson • Annie Stoll • Annie Wu • Christina Chung • Cryssy Cheung • Eli Baumgartner
• Elsa Charretier • Geneva Bowers • Jennifer Aberin Johnson • Jen Bartel • Jenny Parks • Karen Hallion • Little Corvus • Sara
Alfageeh • Sara Kipin • Sarah Wilkinson • Viv Tanner © & TM LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.
"A lush and evocative novel of the Gilded Age period, brought vibrantly to life in this powerful work." - Anne Girard, author of
Madame Picasso Pearl and Ginevra grow up in the era known as the Gilded Age in Newport, Rhode Island. One lives above the
stairs, the other below. Surrounded by Astors and Vanderbilts, Pearl fills her days with teatime and shallow friendships, yearning
for something more. A chance meeting with Mary Cassatt sparks her secret desire to be an artist. Meanwhile Ginevra, fresh off the
boat from Italy, finds her own dreams out of reach as she joins the unwelcoming household as a servant and seamstress. Kindred
souls, the girls become fast friends but must keep their friendship hidden from Pearl's controlling mother. Every summer, they
meet in a hidden spot beneath the weeping beeches to talk of art and life, and their struggles to break the barriers of their lives.
Soon, the two young women must decide who they want to be in this world, and survive what it takes to get there... no matter what
it takes.
Published to benefit the SPCA, a lighthearted treasury by the creators of the Hot Guys and Baby Animals Wall Calendar features
photographs of attractive, often shirtless male models with adorable baby animals and is complemented by tongue-in-cheek
captions about their likes and dislikes.
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles
Wallace, and her mother had come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most
disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off
course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a
tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of
Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and
time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They are in
search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
This little book is filled with positive affirmations that will show you that your point of power is always in the present moment, and
this is where you plant the mental seeds for creating new experiences. Think about how you'd like to live and what you'd like to
accomplish. Each day Louise L. Hay will help guide your thinking in positive ways to accomplish these goals. As you read this
work, you'll find that you develop new mental habits that you can use for the rest of your life!
Delightful rhyming poem of a player in a tennis lesson. The poem highlights a player's euphoria and struggles during a tennis
lesson. At the start of the lesson, the player enjoys the lesson as her balls effortlessly fly across the net and drop into the court. I
whip it, I flip it,The ball flies deep with spin.No doubt Rafael NadalIs my identical twin.Her tennis instructor played college and
professional tennis and seems never to make a mistake. He continues to give her instruction and she loses her confidence. ESPN
won't ever feature me.I'm an old, "casual" player.No matter how much I practice my serve and my lobs,My hair goes grayer and
grayer.The pro continues to practice with her and provides advice from "The Inner Game of Tennis" by W. Timothy Gallwey. She
hits a winning shot against this experienced pro. Ode to Tennis is delightfully illustrated by Mario Barrera. The illustrations capture
the euphoria and struggles on players who take up the game of tennis later in life.
Celebrate the spirit of Christmas with this enchanting 64-page picture book complete with ribbon marker, featuring one story for
each of the 25 days of December leading up to Christmas.
Relive the magic of Disney’s 1991 animated classic Beauty and the Beast with this collectible tiny book featuring story art from the
beloved film. One of Disney’s most celebrated animated films, Beauty and the Beast has charmed audiences for generations with
its heartwarming story, endearing characters, and unforgettable soundtrack. Now fans can keep the classic tale close to their
hearts with this tiny storybook retelling of the iconic film, illustrated with art and imagery pulled straight from the screen. Part of an
exciting new series of miniature storybooks based on popular Disney films, this tiny storybook is a unique collector’s item adult
Disney fans will treasure for years to come.
It has been a long run for VOLO Magazine. 6 years and 62 issues later, we have decided that we have to adapt to what the market is telling
us... That the market for a nude print publication is all but nascent, with very few true connoisseurs around who will pay even a tiny amount
for a printed 200 page art book - available to be delivered anywhere in the world with Amazon Prime. This Grunge issue, featuring the work of
a mix of some incredible, some outstanding, some new and a few startling photographers will be the LAST regular issue of VOLO Magazine.
The brush pen is mightier than the sword, and way easier to write with. This fun and thorough introduction is perfect for anyone who has seen
beautiful brush-lettered art and wondered how it was done. The popular Calligrapher behind Black Chalk Collective, Emma Witte, takes you
from brush lettering basics to its amazing possibilities. Start with staple strokes that are the foundation of brush lettering, then progress to
forming letters, words, and finished pieces. Learn different lettering styles and how to combine them. Pick up tips and tricks for embellishing
your lettering and arranging your words to create maximum impact. Experiment with advanced techniques and tools such as flourishing,
fauxligraphy, depth effects, watercolor, paint brushes, and more. Finally, try out your new skills on a variety of awesome brush lettering
projects. Youll be wielding your brush pen like a pro in no time!
A little robot called WALL-E moves through the mountains of trash on planet Earth. The people escaped a long time ago when Earth became
too dirty and dangerous. They all went to live on a big space station and left behind a lot of robots to clean the planet. Now WALL-E is the
only robot left on Earth. When WALL-E finds a small, green thing and sees a strange red light at his feet, his life changes. WALL-E's space
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story is just starting ...
Cybele Moondragon is an unemployed English graduate student who is disillusioned with her life and tired of being in debt. She decides to
resurrect a matriarchal cult based on the pagan goddess Cybele in order to make a lot of money and empower men and women who are
stifled in more traditional, patriarchal religions. Cybele is joined in her quest by her best friend Janus Styx, a Psychology graduate student
who helps with the funding for the cult but, unknown to Cybele, manipulates vulnerable members of the cult for his own purposes. Gabriel
Anderson is an undercover investigative reporter who realizes he can get the inside scoop on the birth of a pagan cult in Winnipeg and its
possible links to eco-terrorism. Cybele slowly discovers that while she leads ceremonies in hopes of showing her followers the path to
spiritual enlightenment, Janus is playing a dangerous game of manipulation with his. Will Cybele succeed in resurrecting her life and ushering
a new matriarchal religion into the world or will she fall prey to Janus's machinations and become the scapegoat in his quest for power and
control? You'll have to read the book to find out.
This book examines the often-complex relationships between issues of gender and the environment in science fiction films and fiction. Its
contributors discuss a range of texts: early apocalyptic science fiction, campy midcentury science fiction films, Silver Age superhero comics,
and twenty-first-century science fiction films and literature.
Bible journaling is the powerful and popular new way to engage with scripture through art. Complete Guide to Bible Journaling is your go-to
guide to the latest lettering, drawing, painting, and crafting techniques for bringing God’s Word to life. Learn all about the different types of
tools that today’s Bible journalers use to connect their faith with creativity. Discover wonderful ways to express your spirit by tracing, drawing,
and patterning. Get tips on using stencils, colored pencils, watercolors, acrylic paints, rubber stamps, washi tape, and much more. Meet some
of the world’s leading Bible journaling artists who share the stories of their personal faith journeys. A colorful gallery offers inspiring examples
of journaling both inside and outside the Bible. A bonus section—worth more than $50 retail—provides hundreds of exciting stickers, index tabs,
vellum overlays, and illustrations to trace and color.
A deluxe collection of empowering original short stories featuring your favorite Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens to mark the Ultimate
Princess Celebration. The Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens get an infusion of girl power with this empowering collection of original
stories that highlight each heroine's own acts of courage and kindness. Each story is accompanied by original illustrations created by diverse
artists from around the world. • Enjoy the Ultimate Princess Celebration from your own home with this deluxe hardcover story collection •
Features stories about all 12 Disney Princesses—plus two bonus stories about the Frozen Queens! • Beautiful original illustrations featuring
the Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens as you've never seen them before Complete your story book collection with these fan-favorite,
best sellers: • 5 Minute Girl Power Stories • 5 Minute Princess Stories • Disney Princess Storybook Collection • Powers of a Girl
See what's new from TOKYOPOP in 2018! This issue features articles and interviews with and about the authors of our popular titles
"Goldfisch," "Undead Messiah," "Kamo," "Sword Princess Amaltea" and "Ocean of Secrets." -- For our full release calendar, please visit our
site at tokyopop.com/releases --

If a hungry little traveler shows up at your house, you might want to give him a cookie. If you give him a cookie, he's going to ask
for a glass of milk. He'll want to look in a mirror to make sure he doesn't have a milk mustache, and then he'll ask for a pair of
scissors to give himself a trim.... The consequences of giving a cookie to this energetic mouse run the young host ragged, but
young readers will come away smiling at the antics that tumble like dominoes through the pages of this delightful picture book.
Tiana is a hardworking young woman who has always dreamed of owning the finest restaurant in all of Louisianna. When her
dreams turn awry, she looks to the evening star and makes a wish, bringing her to face to face with the with a frog prince who
promises to make her dreams come true! She kisses him to seal the deal but the outcome turns Tiana's life upside down and leads
them both in a race against time to put things right.
IN THE DISTANT FUTURE, humans have long ago left Earth, but someone forgot to turn off a little robot named WALL•E, who
goes about his chores day after day after day. When circumstances lead WALL•E off the planet and across the galaxy, he goes on
the adventure of a lifetime with a starship full of people and robots. With a little luck, this rusty metal hero will save the day and win
the love of a beautiful female robot named EVE! WALL•E proves that love is universal, whether your heart beats or beeps! This
junior novelization features an embossed cover and 8 pages of full-color movie stills from the new hit Disney•Pixar film, WALL•E.
Personalize your agenda and stay extra-organized with this set of hundreds of stylish planner stickers! Keep track of all your
appointments, special days, dates, vacations, and celebrations. Selections include multiples of ''Birthday,'' ''Appointment,'' ''Date
Night,'' ''Day Off,'' ''Girls' Night Out,'' ''Laundry,'' ''Deadline!'' ''Crucial,'' ''Make It Happen,'' ''Fun!'' ''Lazy Day,'' and many more!
Decorative stars, circles, faces, hearts, and more allow for further calendar customization. Set includes over 575 different stickers
in a variety of shapes and colors. Perfect for any planner, calendar, or journal. Sticker set fits in the back pockets of all Peter
Pauper Press planners so you can keep them at your fingertips! Package measures 4 inches wide x 7-1/2inches high.
Bake like a Disney princess with this adorable cookbook inspired by your favorite animated heroines, such as Belle, Ariel, Moana,
and more! Baking has never been so magical with this charming cookbook featuring over 40 tasty, easy-to-follow recipes inspired
by the Disney princesses. From delicate buttery cookies to fancy, decadent cakes, this cookbook includes all manner of delicious
Disney-themed treats. Whip up a batch of Tiana’s Famous Beignets. Make a cake inspired by Belle’s beautiful golden ball gown.
Be a part of Ariel’s world with her seashell-inspired almond cookies. Featuring full-color photography, suggestions for alternate
ingredients, and tips and tricks from some of your favorite characters, this all-ages cookbook is the perfect way to bring friends and
family together with a little Disney baking magic.
When a clumsy mistake leads to Zero going missing, Jack Skellington mounts a search while Zero traverses the unfamiliar world
of Christmas Town.
Disneystrology combines astrology, numerology, and the magic of movies to help readers understand their own personalities.
Noted astrologer Lisa Finander has identified 366 unique Disney character types everyone from Snow White to Wall-E and paired
these characters to corresponding birth dates. Readers born on November 9, for example, are typically exuberant, friendly, and
youthful traits best exemplified by Pinocchio. By contrast, readers born on February 22 are often powerful, principled, and
determined the perfect words to describe King Mufasa of The Lion King. Readers will also discover character profiles, compatible
birthdays, tips for dealing with others, and much, much more! Illustrated with hundreds of stills from more than 90 years of classic
animation, Disneystrology is an entertaining tribute to the most delightful characters in movie history
In lively, mordantly witty prose, Negroponte decodes the mysteries--and debunks the hype--surrounding bandwidth, multimedia,
virtual reality, and the Internet, and explains why such touted innovations as the fax and the CD-ROM are likely to go the way of
the BetaMax. "Succinct and readable. . . . If you suffer from digital anxiety . . . here is a book that lays it all out for you."--Newsday.
'Smart, witty and bursting with joie de vivre' WENDY HOLDEN Romantic comedy with a twist in its tail, perfect for fans of Sophie
Kinsella, Lindsey Kelk and Louise Pentland. Jess, a 29-year-old Londoner with a Kate Beckett fringe and a tendency for dramatics,
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gets taken on a surprise trip by her long-term boyfriend, Pete, to attend her best friend’s last-minute wedding in South Africa. Jess
imagines sun, sand, wine and safaris. And returning to London with an ethically mined diamond on her left hand... But this holiday
isn’t set to be quite the fairy tale Jess has planned... Suddenly she finds her world tilting on its axis, and things are only set to get
worse when Jess returns home… When the truth comes out, will it be... Make or Break? Catherine Bennetto is back with her
trademark wit and an equally hilarious cast of characters who will have you rooting for them from the first page. 'If you like laughout-loud dialogue, brilliant characters and plenty of plot twists, this is for you’ heat 5 star review 'Warm and witty' My Weekly 'You
will laugh and cry with every high and low. WE LOVED IT!' Take a Break 'Eloquent and heartfelt - seamlessly ensuring that the
laughter and the lump-in-the-throat moments follow hot on each other's heels - another sure-fire hit' PENNY PARKES 'Warm and
witty, heart-breaking and heart-warming, an emotional roller coaster of a read' ANNA BELL, author of It Started with a Tweet
‘Another awesome read by Catherine. Couldn’t put the book down – Literally!! – read entirely on one rainy Sunday afternoon'
Lucy ‘Bennetto made me laugh out loud with her debut and has done it again with this one. It is witty, quick, pacey and full of the
sharp-tongued humour that runs through all of her writing. Fantastic!’ Dawn ‘This is a perfect book to cheer you up on a dark day,
filled with light wit. It’s very topical, with gentle mockery of things like clean-living trends, the genial chaos of family life and
relationships in general…’ Alexandra Clare ‘What a page turner! Loved it! Got myself lost in the magic of Capetown, the author
really captures the essence of the place, along with some funny, lovable characters!’ Rachel *~* Praise for How Not to Fall in
Love, Actually *~* 'A phenomenal cast of characters and some real laugh out loud moments. Brilliant!' Heidi Swain ‘This superb
debut is a romcom at its very best and the perfect book to chase away the winter blues. I haven’t fallen so in love with a bunch of
characters in a long while. Loved it' Sun ‘A charming, feel-good gem of a debut novel that’s guaranteed to leave you smiling… An
honest narrative and a fresh voice to tell it… a great way to spend a lazy afternoon' CultureFly 'More bubbly than a big glass of
champers and just as fun. How Not To Fall In Love, Actually is bright, breezy, and the perfect way to beat back the winter blues'
Georgia Clark, author of The Regulars
Build, play, and learn all about the wonderful world of LEGO(R) Disney princess with this Cinderella mini-doll and exclusive
carriage model. Discover five exciting adventures starring your favorite LEGO(R) Disney Princess characters--Cinderella, Ariel,
Aurora, Belle, and Mulan. Tips and instructions throughout will inspire your own LEGO Disney Princess builds as you retell their
stories. Including a LEGO(R) Disney Princess minifigure and exclusive model, LEGO(R) Disney Princess: Build Your Own
Adventure combines more than 50 entertaining concepts for building with enthralling story ideas. Build a beautiful carriage for
Cinderella using the bricks inside. Then, using your own LEGO bricks, let the magic begin! These concepts will inspire readers of
all ages and building abilities, with an appropriate mix of easy, medium, and challenging skill levels.
How to Raise Empowered Girls in a Princess World! It's no secret that little girls love princesses, but behind the twirly dresses and
glittery crowns sits a powerful marketing machine, delivering negative stereotypes about gender, race, and beauty to young girls.
So how can you protect your daughter, fight back, and offer new, less harmful options for their princess obsession? The Princess
Problem features real advice and stories from parents, educators, psychologists, children's industry insiders that will help equip our
daughters to navigate the princess-saturated media landscape. With excellent research and tips to guide parents through honest
conversations with their kids, The Princess Problem is the parenting resource to raising thoughful, open-minded children. "a very
insightful look at our princess culture...Parents ? this is a must read!" — Brenda Chapman, Writer/Director, Disney/Pixar's BRAVE
Disney Dreams Collection Thomas Kinkade Studios Disney Princess Coloring Book captures the timeless magic of classic Disney
stories while allowing readers to create their own interpretations. In this extraordinary Disney Princess coloring book, sixteen
scenes from Thomas Kinkade's Disney Dreams Collection are presented in black line art. Enter the world of the esteemed Painter
of Light as you create your own removable renditions of these paintings, inspired by classic Disney movies like Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs, Beauty and the Beast, and Sleeping Beauty.
Immerse yourself in the enchanted fantasy world of Kinuko Y. Craft, celebrated contemporary illustrator, painter, and storyteller.
Transcend time and space as you color to life these gorgeous illustrations of goddessess, angels, fairies, princesses, heroes, and
mythological creatures. Craft's vast body of work includes award-winning illustrated books of classic fairy tales and cover art for
fantasy novels.
Bring a little magic to your festive season with this collection of stories! Brand new for the 2021 Holiday season, this double-sided
countdown calendar comes with 8 die-cut pockets that you open during the seven days leading up to Christmas! The first seven
pockets contain mini paperback storybooks with beloved Disney & Pixar characters, and the final pocket includes a blank letter
and envelope for your child to write a letter to Santa.
2018 Disney Princess Calendar - Disney Princess Wall Calendar, Disney Princess Book Calendar, Disney Princess Paperback
Calendar Spend the year diving into the beautiful princess world with the most popular Disney princess.
Jeff‘s quest for the injury-free marathon training program led him to develop group training programs in 1978, and to author
Runner‘s World articles which have been used by hundreds of thousands of runners of all abilities. His training schedules have
inspired the second wave of marathoners who follow the Galloway RUN-WALK-RUN™, low mileage, three-day suggestions to an
over 98% success rate. Jeff has worked with over 200,000 average people in training for specific goals. Jeff is an inspirational
speaker to over 200 running and fitness sessions each year. His innovative ideas have opened up the possibility of running and
completing a marathon to almost everyone. Philosophically, Jeff believes that we were all designed to run and walk, and he keeps
finding ways to bring more people into the positive world of exercise.

Treat your taste buds to a feast of traditional holiday delights! With simple step-by-step instructions, helpful cooking tips,
color photographs, and charming character art, this book is the perfect way for parents and children to make holiday
magic in the kitchen! A rating system lets kids know how difficult the recipes are, and cooking tips are sprinkled
throughout. Kids will enjoy making Rolly's Spotted Cranberry Pancakes, Sugar Rush Popcorn Gumdrop Garland and
Anna's Frozen Ice Candy!
Musicals/Movies/Kids Piano Solos
Discover the world of the multi-award-winning Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse in this stunning collection of art. Packed
with concept art, final designs, and artist commentary plus previously unseen storyboards. Phil Lord and Christopher
Miller, the creative minds behind The Lego Movie and 21 Jump Street, bring their unique talents to a fresh vision of a
different Spider-Man Universe, with a groundbreaking visual style that's the first of its kind. Spider-Man: Into the SpiderPage 3/4
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Verse introduces Brooklyn teen Miles Morales, and the limitless possibilities of the Spider-Verse where more than one
wears the mask. Unmasking the artistry behind the hotly-anticipated movie, Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse The Art of
the Movie contains concept art, sketches, storyboards and will give you fascinating insights into the creative process.
With exclusive commentary from the creators, plus a foreword written by Brian Michael Bendis, this extraordinary
collection of art will take readers into the Spider-Verse.
We all know the way the story goes. The valiant prince goes on a perilous journey, kills a ferocious dragon, rescues a
captive princess, earns his family's honor. But what if this time the prince… was a princess? In a fairytale world where
Queens rule and magic is power, Princess Amaltea is sent on the biggest quest of her life — to rescue a prince in need
and fulfill her duties as a princess. Spoiled, prejudiced and sheltered from the world at large, Amaltea reluctantly sets out
on her journey and finds her "lad in distress"… only to find out he's not so willing to join her.
Celebrate movie history and the world of Disney, from the animations and live action movies to the magical Disney parks
and attractions, with The Disney Book. Go behind-the-scenes of Disney's best-loved animated movies and find out how
they were made, follow Disney's entire history using the timeline, and marvel at beautiful concept art and story sketches.
Perfect for Disney fans who want to know everything about the magical Disney world, The Disney Book delves into their
incredible archives and lets readers explore classic Disney animated and live action movies, wonder at fascinating
Disney collectibles and even see original story sketches from Disney films. The ideal gift for Disney fans and animation
and movie buffs, The Disney Book also includes 3 original movie frames from Disney Pixar's Brave. Copyright © 2015
Disney.
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